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proviso we start, as hitherto, from a state of things in which
either there is no divergence at the margin between social
and private net products, or whatever divergence there may
have been is already corrected by appropriate adjustments.
This, it will be observed, for practical purposes implies that
there are no monopolies. Ramsey assumes further that the
money collected by the government in revenue is either re-
transferred to holders of war loan and then allocated among
different purchases in the same proportions in which its original
owners would have allocated it had it remained in their pos-
session, or, alternatively, that the government, in spending
it on its own needs (and so using up resources), allocates it in
these proportions. Then, provided that all the functions
involved are quadratic — this implies that such independent
demand and supply curves as exist are straight lines — it
can be proved, differences in the marginal utility of money
to different people being, of course, ignored, that the optimum
system of proportionate taxes yielding a given revenue is
one that will cut down the production of all commodities and
services in equal proportions. This is true, not merely of inde-
pendent commodities, but also of commodities of comple-
mentary or rival demand or of complementary or rival supply*
Thus, whether we are dealing with independent commodities,
such as iron and beer, or with jointly supplied commodities, such
as beef and hides, or with jointly demanded commodities,
such as tea and sugar, or with wheat grown in Kent as against
wheat grown in Norfolk, or with steel made by one process
as against steel made by another process, we ought always
so to arrange our taxes as to preserve the proportions in
which these diverse things are severally produced.
§ 8. This result is subject to the assumption about the method
of spending money collected in revenue that is set out above.
If this money is not allocated among different purchases in
the same way in which it would have been allocated had it
been left to " fructify in the pockets of the people ", the
demand schedules for the several commodities will be shifted.
These shiftings will involve shaftings in the proportions in
which the several commodities are produced of a sort which
are not anti-social and ought, therefore, to be allowed to occur.
Since their scope will depend on the manner in which the
money raised is spent, Ramsey's result would need to be

